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ABSTRACT
Algorithms are an integral part of computer science literature. How-
ever, none of the current search engines offer specialized algorithm
search facility. We describe a vertical search engine that identi-
fies the algorithms present in documents and extracts and indexes
the related metadata and textual description of the identified al-
gorithms. This algorithm specific information is then utilized for
algorithm ranking in response to user queries. Experimental re-
sults show the superiority of our system on other popular search
engines.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search And Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval – Search Process

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation.

Keywords
Algorithms, Pseudocodes, Vertical Search Engines.

1. INTRODUCTION
Algorithms are ubiquitous in Computer Science literature and

offer a precise methodology to solve problems. From sortinga few
numbers to ranking billions of web pages, from Human Genome
project to economics and internet, algorithms have influenced each
and every aspect of human life [2]. Researchers are busy improv-
ing the current algorithms as well as developing new algorithms for
new and unsolved problems. The current state-of-the-art search en-
gines however, are not optimized to search for algorithms. They do
not distinguish between documents that contain an algorithm and
those that do not. As a result, the search results contain a variety of
unwanted, irrelevant documents. For example, a query to search for
algorithm forSVMwill return lots of documents that containSVM
in them (application papers using SVM etc.) even though theydo
not offer any details about the algorithmic aspects of SVMs.More-
over, due to inappropriate ranking schemes the relevant documents
might not show up in the top results.

In this paper, we describe a vertical search engine to searchfor
algorithms in scientific documents. It first analyses a document to
check for the presence of an algorithm. If an algorithm is found, the
document text is further analyzed to identify sentences that describe
the algorithm. In addition, algorithm specific metadata from the
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system.

document is also extracted and indexed. This algorithm specific
information is then utilized to compute the relevance of algorithms
to a given user query and the algorithms are presented in decreasing
order of their relevance to the user.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The main components of the proposed system are illustrated in

Figure 1 and are described in more detail in the following sections.

2.1 Algorithm Extraction and Indexing
We use the collection of about 1.33 million computer science

related documents in CiteSeerX 1. All the documents in the col-
lection are in PDF/PostScript format and therefore need to be con-
verted into text format for any further analysis. We experimented
with a variety of text extraction tools available and found the per-
formance of PDFTextStream2 to be suitable for our needs. It per-
formed best at preserving the sequence of text streams in theorder
they appeared in the document, especially for documents in double
column format that are common in scientific literature.

The document text is then analyzed to check if the document
contains an algorithm. Scientific documents in general havea well
defined structure. Often algorithms/pseudocodes are described in
the form of a stand alone Text-Box, Figure or Table, along with an
associated caption and algorithm number. Thisalgorithm number
is then used to refer to the algorithm in the running text of the docu-
ment. We call the sentences referring to the algorithm as areference
sentence. We can utilize these captions and reference sentences to

1http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
2http://snowtide.com/PDFTextStream
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Figure 2: Screenshots showing (a) results for the query“Greedy Set Cover”and (b) algorithm page displayed on clicking the first
result.

check for the presence of algorithms in a document. If an algo-
rithm is present, the document text is then further processed to ex-
tract the associatedsynopsis– a set of sentences that describes the
algorithm. For further details on algorithm identificationand syn-
opsis generation, the interested reader is directed to our previous
work [1]. In total, we found 270367 unique algorithms in 112836
documents in the repository. For the documents containing an algo-
rithm, we also extract the document title, author names, publication
year and page on which the algorithm is present. We adopt the tools
available from the SeerSuite toolkit for this purpose3. All the ex-
tracted algorithms from a document and their associated metadata
are then indexed using an indexer based on SOLR4.

2.2 Query Interface
Our system offers a free text based query interface to the user

and the results are returned along with the associated metadata.
For each algorithm, a TF-IDF based cosine similarity score is com-
puted between(i) (query, caption),(ii) (query, reference sentence)
and (iii) (query,synopsis). The total similarity score for an algo-
rithm is the sum of these three similarity scores. The algorithms
are presented to the user in decreasing order of their scoresthus
obtained. The user interface is implemented using SeerSuite and
query processing and ranking is implemented using SOLR. Fig-
ure 2(a) shows the screenshot of the result page for the query“Greedy
Set Cover”. The top 10 algorithms for the query, along with their
associated metadata are presented to the user. The algorithm cap-
tion is presented in bold and clicking on it directly takes the user to
the PDF page of the concerned document on which the algorithm
is present. This is illustrated in Figure 2(b).

3. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted a study using two human annotators to learn how

the proposed system and other state-of-the-art search engines fare
at satisfying information needs of the users looking for algorithms.
We used a set of twenty queries(eg. greedy set cover, graph isomor-
phism)and tested them with Google Scholar, Google Web Search
and the proposed system. For Google Web Search and Google
Scholar, we added the keyword “algorithm” in hope to get more
algorithms in the results. A result that returned a valid algorithm
was considered as relevant. We reportprecision @ 10andNDCG
@ 10for comparison.

We admit that this experiment can not be considered completely
fair as the other search engines are not fine tuned to search for al-
3http://citeseerx.sourceforge.net/
4http://lucene.apache.org/solr/

Precision@10 NDCG@10
Google Web Search 0.41 0.83

Google Scholar 0.44 0.58
Proposed System 0.81 0.94

Table 1: Comparison between the proposed system and other
popular search engines.

gorithms. However, we also note that due to the same reason, a
user who generally turns to these state of the art, popular search en-
gines to look for algorithms has to work harder to find the desired
documents containing relevant algorithms. The results summarized
in Table 1 demonstrate the performance gains achieved by thepro-
posed system as compared to other popular search engines. We
achieve almost double the precision as compared to other methods
as well as an appreciable gain in NDCG values indicating a better
ranking of results.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We described a vertical search engine to search for algorithms

in digital documents. A user study demonstrated the performance
gains achieved by the system as compared to other popular search
engines for algorithm search task. For future work, we plan to in-
vestigate various strategies for algorithm ranking. Oftentimes, au-
thors discuss about pros and cons of the algorithms and generally,
computational complexity of algorithms is also discussed.We plan
to investigate how this information can be utilized for algorithm
ranking.
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